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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
WOMEN AND GIRLS EMPOWERMENT’S PROJECT
Project Background
Cambodian Women’s Crisis Centre (CWCC), in partnership with Finn Church Aid (FCA), was
implementing the Women In Action (WIN) Project started on 01 July 2013 and will end on 31
December 2016. The overall objective of the WIN Project is to empower women and girls in
the target areas to have improved living conditions with strong social networks so that they
are able to overcome financial constraints and reduce vulnerabilities to all forms of violence.
The target area of the project is Siem Reap Province.
The scholarship component of the WIN Project is supporting girls attending school in Kralanh
District and livelihood component is supporting vulnerable women in Kralanh district and
Siem Reap town.

Purpose of Evaluation
Key Questions
The purpose of the evaluation was to measure the level of the project achievements against
indicators and to assess five evaluation criteria: relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, impact
and sustainability. It also aimed to document key lessons learned of the project in order to
provide a set of practical recommendations. Key questions to the evaluation study included;

Relevance

• How relevant have the project purposes been vis-a-vis the needs
of girls and women in the project site and the national/subnational
government’s related policy priorities?

Effectiveness

• How much have the project activities achieved the project
purposes?

Efficiency

• How efficient have the project activities been in achieving the
project purposes?

Impacts

• What kind of results other than expected outcomes and outputs,
both positive and negative, and visible and invisible has the project
generated?

Sustainability

• How much are the project results expected to be sustained
without further external interventions?

Scope of Evaluation
The scope and focus of research study by the consultant is summarized below:




Phnom Penh (CWCC management team)
3 target villages in Siem Reap town, Siem Reap province
10 villages in Kralanh district, Siem Reap Province

In total, 180 females and and 25 males were met for this evaluation study and the findings
were generated and analyzed from both primary and secondary data and cross-checked for
verification with the CWCC management though a triangular analysis process.
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METHODS FOR EVALUATION
Approaches for data collection
Methods of data collection were inclusive, participatory and rights-based approach. Special
attention was paid in regard to the child protection policy of CWCC. Qualitative methods
(semi-structured interviews) were utilized to collect information and conduct discussions
with a range of stakeholders, providing them with an opportunity to describe achievements,
challenges, and lessons learned and to reflect on significant changes and results of changes
from program interventions. Qualitative methods also enabled key stakeholders to reflect on
future improvements of program and organizational interventions. Mainly the below five
methodologies for data collection:






Desk review
In-depth interview/Key-Informant Interview (KII)
Focus Group Discussion (FGD)
Case Study
Direct observation

Data collection tools and processing
CWCC staff members assisted the evaluation team to identify key target groups and target
areas for the evaluation study for interviews and observations. The field work in Siem Reap
town and Kralanh district, Siem Reap province was carried over 5 days period from 26th to
30th December 2016. The evaluation team meet with scholarship recipients, graduates
students, youth group members at school, members of Saving Group (SG),, women individual
business owners and women’s group business who have involved in the project
implementation, federation members of SG, emergency group, DCG members, LEWGs and
relevant local authorities.
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS FROM THE FINDINGS

Relevance
The CWCC’s strategic plan and objectives, as well as their annual operating plans in both
components are closely aligned with the key RGC laws, policies and strategies to promote
women and girl’s rights and their empowerment. These include MOWA’s Neary Ratanak IV,
NAPVAW II, the National Strategic Development Plan (NSDP) 2014-2018, the National
Progamme on Sub-national Democratic Development (NP-SNDD), alongside contributing to
the implementation of the Domestic Violence (DV) law. The GATE component is also linked to
national policies and plans in education and vocational training, including the Education
Strategic Plan (2009-2013); the Curriculum Development Master Plan (2010-2014); the
Teacher Development Master Plan (2010-2014); the Master Plan for Capacity Development
in the Education Sector (2011-2015); the Gender Mainstreaming Strategic Plan (2011-2015);
the Policy on Human Resources in the Education Sector (2012); the National Policy of
Cambodia Youth Development (2011); the Ministry of Labor and Vocational Trailing (MoLVT)
Strategic Plan (2009-2013); and the Social Marketing Strategy: Strategy for Gender Equity in
Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) (2014-2018).
In addition, the project design was also consistent with International Frameworks such as UN
CEDAW, the CRC and the Sustainable Development Goals: (SDG 1 – No Poverty: End Poverty
in all its forms, Everywhere, SDG 2 – Zero Hunger: End Hunger, Achieve Food Security and
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Improved Nutrition and Promote Sustainable Agriculture, Goal 4 – Quality Education: Ensure
inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all,
and SDG 5 – Gender Equality: Achieve Gender Equality and Empower all women and girls).
Furthermore, the design of CWCC's was highly responsive to the main population
requirements in the target areas. Before CWCC started its operation, most families in the
target area lived in isolated and rural communities where the main challenges were poverty,
DV, and children dropping out of school. Women have traditionally been considered to be of
lower status to men, and this has led to continuation of gender inequality: women and girls
have less access than boys and men to higher education, skilled occupations, public sector
employment, and business associations and networks which affects their economic
empowerment. Needless to say, duty bearers also lacked understanding and the capacity to
deal with those issues. Therefore, a series of innovative and new interventions by CWCC had
the potential to bring about positive social and economic changes amongst those who
participated in the project alongside meeting the knowledge and capacity gaps of duty
bearers to support women and girl in the their target areas. The project was highly relevant
in its approach to empower women and girls for the prevention of Violence Against Women
(VAW) in their target areas.
The project design was identified as being highly relevant to the needs of the rural
communities, as identified by the local authorities. Commonly, women beneficiaries were
happy that their income has increased. Improvements in their financial resources enabled
women to have more confidence and that directly resulted in the reduction of DV. Local
authorities were greatly satisfied with such outcomes and the positive changes, and many
authorities in the non-target areas approached CWCC to expand their project to wider areas.

Effectiveness
The evaluation study found that most of the project objectives were achieved. Almost all the
set indicators in the log-frame were completed, owing to the effective management capacity
of the project staff - both in the central office in Phnom Penh and the management team in
Siem Reap. CWCC’s interventions on gender equality and women’s empowerment as well as
addressing gender based violence (GVB) and women’s leadership can be summarized as
being highly effective in leading to changes in gender equality and women’s rights and girls’
rights in their target areas.
The Livelihood component’s outcomes showed some outstanding and positive results, with
higher results and achievements than were predicted in the original plan. With CWCC’s
effective support, all the established SGs have been expanding, with both its members and
their capital increasing; and there are still huge needs to expand to other communities to
also improve their livelihoods. The operation of SG and business groups by CWCC has largely
been successful, by not only expanding their business and income generation but also
increasing the women's knowledge, their awareness about behaviours and attitudes relating
to gender equality, women’s rights and leadership. This has also led to a reduction of DV as
well as GBV.
The GATE’s component outcomes also show strong achievements, with all target indicators
achieved, and the satisfaction level amongst scholarship recipients is identified as very high.
The scholarship program enabled marginalized girls to continue schooling and assert their
rights to access higher education. Moreover, the youth group that was established by CWCC
CWCC Evaluation Report 25 April 2017
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was identified as an effective strategy in promoting gender equality and women’s rights
through the awareness raising activities in the community; not only for the purpose of
empowering the younger generation but also to effectively reach adults in the community to
join the sessions to learn about women’s rights and other human-rights related issues such
as the importance of education and safe migration. Vocational training for students also
brought about visible and positive changes among the girls. Graduates from CWCC’s
scholarship programme were greatly empowered. With CWCC’s assistance to further link
them to another vocational training support agency, “Salabai”, they were accessing more
specific technical knowledge to achieve their dreams.

Efficiency
CWCC secured a three-year project budget with their robust monitoring scheme. CWCC’s
capacity to implement the WIN project is due to the profound experience of CWCC’s project
staff in both livelihood and GATE components. CWCC’s interventions for both components in
capacity building and working with key selected target groups and individuals (such as SGs
member, business members, the federation SG, emergency groups, scholarship girls, youth
groups, and DGC-LEGW) to change behaviour and attitudes toward the 'saving for change'
concept and regarding gender equality, women rights, and the issues of DV and dropping out
from school, were identified as efficient, appropriate and timely.
However, SG members reported that the capital that CWCC could support them with to start
up a business is rather small, because commonly members could not contribute their
resources while their demands were high. The collective support to start a business among a
few people in SGs was not very efficient because the “collective” approach was rather new to
them. A limited understanding amongst the SG members about the potential benefits of
collective businesses hindered their effective operations; and with more examples of success
by the women operating collective businesses, this new approach could spread and be more
accepted.
In relation to the scholarship component, the residential house was of crucial importance for
rural girls to continue their schooling. Scholarship students reported that without CWCC’s
support it was most likely impossible to attend school because their houses are far away and
their parents have limited financial resources to send girls to school. Although it was
reported that monthly financial support to each individual recipient is rather small, without
the scholarship program most of those girl recipients could not continue their schooling.

Impact
CWCC’s program design was identified as an effective method to holistically approach the
community people, by empowering the whole community through two different
components - livelihood and scholarships for girls. Both components which were designed to
work closely with the communities, families and individuals brought about hugely positive
economic and educational changes in regards to negative gender stereotypes that oppress
women and girls alongside the reduction of DV in the target areas. This is evidenced through
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interviews and documentation with all key stakeholders and the project’s beneficiaries.
The livelihood component demonstrated increasing women’s economic empowerment
through improved livelihoods, improved self-confidence that has led to a reduction in DV and
any kind of GBV. Furthermore, increases in income and self-confidence have also enabled
them to increase their capacity to assert their rights. Moreover, as a visible impact, it was
identified that DV had been reduced thanks to CWCC’s intervention to enable people in the
community to be more aware of gender equality and women’s rights.
The GATE component has also demonstrated a visible impact particularly among graduates
from the project. All of the participants (n=5) in the FGD who already left high school showed
visible positive impacts: improved self-esteem, confidence and increased capacity to assert
their opinions. Without CWCC’s project, many girls had already dropped out of school, and
this project greatly contributes to securing girls’ rights to higher education. Furthermore, the
scholarship students were highly motivated to study, owing to CWCC’s scholarship, and their
academic performances are amongst the best of all the students. CWCC’s assistance to
further refer graduates to vocational training centers also greatly contribute to creating
bigger impact over the lives of girls in rural areas.

Sustainability
The sustainability of the project outcomes are secured to a certain degree. The livelihood
component’s sustainability, namely the SG activity, is ensured to a great extent because
CWCC did not assist with any financial aspect but the SG members had contributed their own
capital to operate the SG. All SGs reported to have been expanding, with more and more
members joining and hence gaining more capital. The increased capacity gained in running
the SG would be transferred from the elders to the younger people and new members so
that they can sustain the operation. With the increased incomes, women's self-confidence
increased and as a result gender relationships in families have positively changed, leading the
reduction of DV. On the other hand, it requires more time to assess the sustainability of the
outcome of the business groups, as they were just starting their endeavors to expand their
businesses that were backed by CWCC’s project.
In regards to the scholarship component, the scholarship students who were able to
complete their studies until the end of the project with the support from CWCC, appreciated
it and would embrace and remember this happy period for the rest of their lives. This
support could have dramatically changed their lives, and this should be assessed later on
when they become adults. The success of the scholarship girl students could positively
influence community people especially their peers to understand the importance of higher
education and the consequences of dropping out from school. This role model of scholarship
for the girls can considered as contributing towards long-term sustainability. All of the
participants in the FGDs reported that CWCC’s project contributed to the rights of girls to
access higher education.
Without doubt, the knowledge gained by the public though CWCC’s initiatives and efforts on
the issues regarding women’s rights, DV, economic issues, and the consequences of dropping
out from school will be sustained. Through a variety of awareness raising activities that
CWCC’s youth group members conducted (providing and disseminating information,
documentation and IEC materials, conducting role-plays and other campaigns), it successfully
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created a positive social change in people’s perceptions. Unfortunately, the sustainability of
the scholarship program itself is in question, because the local authority (department of
education) has not yet finalized its plan to allocate any of the state budget for scholarships
for poor female students.
GOOD PRACTICES AND LESSONS LEARNT
Commonly, all of the SG members, businesswomen and scholarship students who were
interviewed reported that they were happy to join CWCC’s project and satisfied with
assistance that CWCC staff provided them. CWCC’s meetings, training courses, awarenessraising sessions on women and children’s rights have increased beneficiaries' knowledge of
the issues. This also enabled them to change their behaviours through obtained selfconfidence and increased self-esteem in order to assert their fundamental rights. All of the
girls who received scholarships demonstrated their appreciating of being able to continue
their schooling, and they are gaining a wider-range of knowledge through CWCC’s
intervention. For the SG leaders, this process meant being able to effectively mobilize
villagers, including marginalized and poor women, and participating in and leading regular
meetings to discuss the SG operation. In addition, for community women, this process meant
improved standards of living, reduced risks of human trafficking due to unsafe migration, and
positive gender relations in their family.
Commonly, duty bearers (such as local authority officials and teachers) who were
interviewed in this study reported that they were satisfied with CWCC’s assistance, and they
welcome a continuation of the project, or even an expansion of the project.

Good practices identified in the main two components
Livelihoods Component
The project design to empower women
in a holistic manner, with the focus on
livelihood improvements, was identified
as a good model to ultimately reduce DV
and other types of GBV.

GATE Component
DGC and LEGW’s functions were identified as
the best practices in the project. DGC and
LEGW organized by CWCC served as the
central part of the scholarship program in
managing and following up the studying
process of the scholarship students.

The SG was identified as a good venue
for women in the community to share
information and ideas, resulting in
positive attitudes and behaviour changes
amongst the women. The engagement
from the local authorities also helped to
facilitate communication between rights
holders (women) and duty bearers
(authorities).

Providing vocational training while students
are in high school contributed to girls having a
clear vision for their career pathways. Training
sessions were identified as the tool to inspire
them and to expand their horizons to become
more interested in the practical job skills.
CWCC’s facilitation to assist graduate students
to study at technical schools such as Salabai
and Pepy School to further gain specific
technical skills to get better jobs.

Training on SG and SC for the operational Graduate students supported by CWCC’s
skills to run the SG was identified as scholarship, as role models can bring about
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effective, with all SGs successfully positive peer influence.
managing and expanding both its
members and capital.
Exposure visit to other areas to learn
innovative approaches form other SGs or
people was identified as effective to
inspire SG members to have new
perspectives to start up their own
businesses or to expand their current
business.

The empowerment of youth club members to
be active in participating in the events to raise
awareness about women’s rights was
considered as good practice. The Youth
groups were identified as a vital mechanism
to disseminate and share knowledge.

Collective support for business groups
was identified as new and innovative for
women in rural areas and members are
in the process of experiencing the
benefits from this new approach.

The residential house was identified as a
positive aspect of the project for scholarship
students and greatly contributed their ability
to be able to study.

Lesson learned identified in each component
Livelihoods component
Most results from the market survey
were utilized with a participatory
approach to generate the results.
However a few of the results were not
utilized most probably due to some
recommendations were theoretically
appropriate but not applicable.

GATE component
The current package for scholarships is
efficient in the supply of materials, but not in
respect of the monthly cash stipends and all of
the students and LEWG members reported
that scholarship students lacked the minimum
cash needed to pay for extra classes which is
necessary to continue their schooling.

Collective support for business groups
was identified as effective, however,
more efforts are necessary to enable
women to practically utilize theories
that they learned from the project.

Despite the efforts of LWEG members and
CWCC staff, approximately 10 percent of the
scholarship students dropped out from the
program and common reason for drop out was
poverty.

Although SC members gained a high
capacity to run the SG with good
bookkeeping skills, individual SG
members still had limited understanding
about basic accounting to run their own
businesses.

The residential house served as a very
important place for rural girls to stay in order
to continue their schooling, but the facilities
need some improvements.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are intended to assist CWCC’s management team in their
deliberations to improve the programme implementation and the organisational
effectiveness for the up-coming new project cycle.

Programme Objectives
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1. Given the comprehensive and holistic nature of CWCC’s plan, including multiple and
differing projects, interventions, donors and expected outcomes, it is highly
recommended that smaller targeted component evaluations employing both
quantitative and qualitative methods be considered for the final evaluations to
achieve an in-depth analysis of achievements and challenges to inform future program
development.
Component 1: Livelihoods
2. Conduct capacity assessments among the members of the SG to identify what types of
training courses are needed. Stand-alone types of training courses on agriculture skills
is identified as being less effective and many members met in the FGDs including
leaders of the SG said that members of the SG needed to learn book-keeping skills for
their own business.
3. Regular follow up and coaching/mentoring is essential to keep SG members updated
and it is desirable to link them to the commune/district disaster management
committee so that they can support each other.
4. Consider approaching the Agricultural Cooperative (AC) for further cooperation,
because that can also assist SGs to further expand through extended networks
established nation-wide by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF).
Component 2: Girls Access To Education (GATE)
5. Continue helping marginalized girls to access education.
6. Consider supporting the full amount of extra class payments for scholarship students,
because the current amount is not enough for them to pay to their teachers. CWCC
can, if the scheme allows, directly pay schoolteachers to conduct extra classes for the
scholarship students.
7. Annual assessments should be conducted regarding the quality of bicycles that
scholarship students are provided with, because some reported that their bicycles are
very old. This can endanger their safety.
8. Consider supporting the potential alumni who have graduated from the CWCC
scholarship program and link them to current scholarship students. Graduates are
empowered through the project, and they are continuing to pursue their careers in a
variety of ways. They can further empower the students in positive ways.

Organizational Development
9. Though CWCC has developed a comprehensive capacity building plan for its long-term
staff, however capacity gaps were identified to generate the best outcome by
expanding staff’ potentials. Therefore it is highly recommended to consider
developing a systematic review of capacity building plan for the project staff so that
they can also improve their capacity by implementing the project in a systematic and
fair manner.
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10. Consider revisiting the Market survey, which was conducted in 2015 because the
results and recommendations were not well reflected by the project staff.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Current Cambodian Context
Cambodia has been experiencing rapid economic growth and the Cambodian economy,
having achieved a per capita GDP exceeding USD1,000, will be moving towards becoming a
low-middle income country soon.1 However, slow socio-economic recovery and repopulation
of urban areas following liberation from the Khmer Rouge Regime resulted in the country
falling behind its urbanizing neighbors during earlier Asian economic booms.2 Cambodian
growth and development is concentrated in urban areas leaving rural areas where 80% of
Cambodia’s populations live3 to rely heavily on seasonal and unpredictable agriculture for
their livelihoods.4
Cambodia’s population is estimated at 15.55 million and its total Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) was $18.5 billion in 2015. Following more than two decades of strong economic
growth, Cambodia has attained the lower-middle-income status as of 2015, with gross
national income (GNI) per capita was reaching US$1,070.5 However, it is to be said that the
economy is narrowly-based and driven by four main sectors of garments, tourism,
construction and agriculture. The garment and tourism sectors are vulnerable to external
shocks and agriculture that engages majority of the work-force contributes to about 35
percent of GDP.6 The poverty levels have dropped over the years from 47.8% in 2007 to
around 14% in 2014.7 Even though the percentage of urban population has increased, slightly
less than four-fifth of the population continued to reside in rural areas in 2013.8

1.2. Women Socio-Economic Status
Traditional and cultural attitudes and toward women have a significant effect on the labor
market in Cambodia. Women have traditionally been considered to be of lower status to
men, and this has led to gender inequality, which perpetuates disparities in employment.9
Discriminatory understanding about women’s roles and social environment that pressures
women to be in compliance to the traditional roles as a mother and a wife limits a huge
potential of a woman. Nonetheless, gender relations in Cambodia are undergoing significant
change. Women have less access than men to higher skilled occupations, public sector
employment, and business associations and networks which offer opportunities for agency
and decision-making that affects their economic empowerment.10 Occupational segregation
1

National Strategic Development Plan 2014-2018, page 4
MOP. Migration and Left-Behind Households in Rural Areas in Cambodia: Structure and Socio2
MOP. Migration and Left-Behind Households in Rural Areas in Cambodia: Structure and SocioEconomic Conditions. A CRUMP Series Report, December 2015.
3
National Institute of Statistics (Ministry of Planning) – General Population Census of Cambodia 2008
4
Economic Institute of Cambodia Survey, 2006
5
World Bank: Cambodia Overview. September 2016. Available at:
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/cambodia. (accessed Dember 09, 2016)
6
RGC. National Population Policy (NPP) 2016-2030., March 2016.
7
RCG. National Srategic Development Plan (NSDP) 2014-2018., 2014
8
RGC. National Population Policy (NPP) 2016-2030., March 2016.
9
Ministry of Women’s Affairs, Gender Attitudes and relationship, Cambodian Gender Assessment,
2014
10
Ministry of Women’s Affairs, “Economy: Women’s Economic Empowerment”, Cambodian Gender
Assessment, 2014. p. 4
2
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is extensive and women continue to be concentrated in lower skilled occupations.11 In 2012,
less than 4 percent of women (compared to 6 percent of men) were employed in the three
highest skilled occupations: managers, professionals and technicians/associate
professionals.12 In public administration, the ratio of men to women was almost 5.5 in
2013.13 Women’s high unpaid domestic and care work activities and low human capital
constrain economic empowerment. Women and girls perform the majority of valuable
unpaid domestic and care work in households and communities. This constrains their
participation in paid work and in education and training.
Compared to men, women experience greater vulnerability to shocks and risks; they have
reduced access to resources and fewer employment opportunities to cope with shock.14 The
type of risk varies with the stage of a woman’s life cycle. The global financial crisis of 20082009 reduced economic growth and employment, especially among women, resulting in girls
and women moving into other employment and livelihood activities with lower wages and
working conditions.15 Rural households responded by sending more girls and older women in
paid labour: the labour force participation rate of girls aged 15 to 19 years in Phnom Penh
increased from 36.5 to 40.6 percent between 2008 and 2009, whereas the LFPR of boys aged
15 to 19 years increased from only 26.3 to 27.2 percent.16 This suggests that girls were more
likely to be withdrawn from education in order to participate in the labour market.
Table 1: NSDP indicators on gender issues in economy17
Indicator
in NSDP
2
2.01
2.02
2.03

Gender issues
Women in labor force
(LF)
Women in Agriculture
Women in industries
Women in service

Unit

2013

2018 target

% of total LF
% of total LF
% of total LF
% of total LF

52
60
30

50
50
40

Although the culturally defined behavior norms for women constrain their opportunities
outside of the household, economic, social, and political developments are opening up new
opportunities for women. The Constitution of 1999 clearly reflects the principle of gender
equality, and Cambodia is a signatory to several international agreements, including the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Violence Against Women (CEDAW) and all the
international labor standards associated with the fundamental principles and rights at work,
including the Equal Remuneration Convention (C 100) and the Discrimination (Employment
and Occupation) Convention (C 111). The 1997 Labor Law prohibits discrimination based on
sex and recognizes gender-specific concerns by including provisions for countering human
trafficking and affording women rights in employment and inheritance.
11

Ibid
National Institute of Statistics, Ministry of Planning (2012) Cambodia Socio-Economic Survey
13
National Institute of Statistics, Ministry of Planning (2013), Cambodia Inter-Censual Population
Survey
14
Ministry of Women’s Affairs, “Economy: Women’s Economic Empowerment”, Cambodian Gender
Assessment, 2014. p. 10
15
Ibid
16
ibid. p. 11
17
RCG. National Srategic Development Plan (NSDP) 2014-2018., 2014, page vi
12
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1.3. Girl Education Status
Gender disparity in education has reduced at all levels, with more scholarships for poor
students, especially girls, more schools at the sub-national level, and more girls’
dormitories.18 Cambodia has achieved progress in a number of areas. Since 2008, gender has
been mainstreamed in policies and plans in education and vocational training, including the
Education Strategic Plan (2009-2013); the Curriculum Development Master Plan (2010-2014);
the Teacher Development Master Plan (2010-2014); the Master Plan for Capacity
Development in the Education Sector (2011-2015); the Gender Mainstreaming Strategic Plan
(2011-2015); the Policy on Human Resources in the Education Sector (2012); the Teacher
Policy (2013); the National Policy of Cambodia Youth Development (2011); the MoLVT
Strategic Plan (2009-2013); and the Social Marketing Strategy: Strategy for Gender Equity in
TVET (2014-2018). These laws, policies and plans have contributed to the promotion of
gender equality in education and vocational training through improved physical
infrastructure, better access and opportunities for girls to education and training, better
social attitudes and favourable conditions for the participation of women at all levels and in
all sectors.
There has been substantial improvement since 2004 in narrowing the gender gap in literary
rate among people age group 15 -24 years old. The proportion of female to male literacy was
more than 99 percent in 2011 compared to 91. 3 percent in 2004. Gender parity has been
achieved in primary net enrollment.
Figure 1: Net enrolment ratio in primary by gender

The net enrollment of girls (aged 6-11) was 94.8 percent in 2008 and it increased to 97
percent in 2014.

18

MOWA. Neary Rattanak IV: Five Year Strategic Plan for Gender Equality and Women’s
Empowerment (2014-2018)., p. 8
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Table 2: Number and Proportion of Girl's Enrollment by School Levels (2015-2016)19
Type of Schools
Pre-School

Enrollment
Total
Girl

Proportion
(Girl)

173,893

86,812

50%

2,010,673

971,812

48%

Lower Secondary School

558,621

285,478

51%

Upper Secondary School

266,449

133,657

50%

3,009,636

1,477,759

49%

Primary School

Total

As the table above show, the total students’ enrollment consisted of 3,009,636 and female
students consisted of 49% (1,477,759) in the school year of 2015-2016. At the preschool
level, there have been gradual increases in the enrolment of both boys and girls over the last
five years and it is equal among boy and girl. This is the contributing to children’s increased
levels of education and confidence in primary education and beyond. At the primary school,
the enrolment of girls is lower than boys. However, more girls than boys enrolled in lower
secondary education, and equal in upper education, the proportion of female students has
been increasing steadily. Although the overall rates are low, gaps in access to education
at the elementary and lower secondary levels have been eliminated with increasing
enrollment rates for girls.
The proportion of girls in education and technical and vocational training has increased in
the recent year through the effort of RGC, however, challenges still remain. Major challenges
to expanding education and training opportunities for girls and women include20: negative
social attitudes towards girls’ education, illiteracy and low levels of parents’ education, child
marriage, domestic violence and opportunity costs of education. Child protection in schools
remains limited, particularly for girls to travel safely to and from school, to be free from
violence at school, and in terms of access to sanitation facilities. Community and parent
engagement in school activities and children’s education remains weak. Rapid industrial
growth, ASEAN economic integration in 2015, together with the increasing level of
materialism in society will drive the demand for skilled workers and will push young girls and
boys into the labour market.

2. WOMEN IN ACTION PROJECT
2.1. Project Background
The Cambodian Women’s Crisis Centre (CWCC), in partnership with Finn Church Aid (FCA),
was implementing the Women In Action (WIN) Project started on 01 July 2013 and will end
on 31 December 2016. The overall objective of the WIN Project is to empower women and
girls in the target areas to have improved living conditions with strong social networks so
that they are able to overcome financial constraints and reduce vulnerabilities to all forms of
violence.
19
20

MOEYS, Education Statistics & Indicators 2015-2016
MOWA. Neary Rattanak IV: Five Year Strategic Plan for Gender Equality and Women’s
Empowerment (2014-2018)., p. 8
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As of October 2016, the project has achieved the major results including the functioning of
21 saving groups and 3 federations, facilitating 41 individual business run by saving group
members, forming 7 business groups for women, and supporting 100 girl students by
working closely with local education working groups (LEWGs).21 A baseline survey of the WIN
project was conducted in 2013 in Kralanh district and Siem Reap town which aimed at
establishing the socio- economic status of the target-participants with particular focus on
the status of women in the covered areas and to ensure success in running the business of
target group of the WIN project and the market survey was carried out in 2014 to assess
target group’s capacity, market demand and opportunities, and identify potential businesses
appropriate for them. The mid-term evaluation of project was conducted in 2015 to assess
the successes and failures of the project to modify and reformulate the project for the next
phase of implementation.
The target area of the project is Siem Reap Province. Siem Reap Province is 10,299 km
square. The transport infrastructure is poor once outside of Siem Reap city. The two
targeted districts of the WIN project are Siem Reap town and Kralanh district. Siem Reap
town is central of Siem Reap province with 174,265 populations. Siem Reap town is growing
and prospering, but the situation on the countryside remains hard. Villagers in Siem Reap
town still generally work on the farm but are trying to find whatever work they can find in
the town.
Kralanh district is one of the 12 districts of Siem Reap Province. It lies halfway between two
burgeoning cities/towns in Cambodia namely Siem Reap and Poipet in Banteay Meanchey.
Kralanh can therefore be described as a transit point going to and from Siem Reap. Its
current population is 56,915. Most families live in isolated and rural communities with no
public transport. Access by staff to the target group takes significant time due to the
unsealed road. Access during the rainy season can be even more difficult.
The scholarship component of the WIN Project is supporting girls attending school in Kralanh
District and livelihood component is supporting vulnerable women in Kralanh district and
Siem Reap town.

2.2. Purpose of Evaluation
Key Questions
The purpose is to measure the level of the project achievements against indicators and to
assess five evaluation criteria: relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, impact and sustainability.
It also aimed to document key lessons learned of the project in order to provide a set of
practical recommendations. Key questions to the evaluation study included;

21

As of December 2016 when this study was completed, an annual report for 2016 activities was not
ready because field data was still being collected by CWCC. Therefore, except some data that CWCC’
staff managed to assist the evaluation team to obtain for the specific purpose of this study, overall
achievements was assessed through qualitative data, with mostly backed up the actual
achievements data that CWCC’s staff and duty bearers had on their hands, but not yet in a written
manner.
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Relevance

•How relevant have the project purposes been vis-a-vis the needs
of girls and women in the project site and the national/subnational
government’s related policy priorities?

Effectiveness

•How much have the project activities achieved the project
purposes?

Efficiency

•How efficient have the project activities been in achieving the
project purposes?

Impacts

•What kind of results other than expected outcomes and outputs,
both positive and negative, and visible and invisible has the project
generated

Sustainability

•How much are the project results expected to be sustained
without further external interventions?

Specific Objectives
In addition to above general criteria, below two additional objectives will be investigated.
(1) To identify emerging specific issues for addressing the women’s empowerment at in
target areas
(2) To provide concrete recommendations on areas of focus and strategies for the
implementation of the next WIN project phase.

2.3. Scope of Evaluation
The scope and focus of research study by the consultant is summarized below:




Phnom Penh (CWCC management team)
3 target villages in Siem Reap town
10 villages in Kralanh district

Sampling method
In general, the sampling method will follow the methods used in the baseline study in order
to compare changes occurred from the project intervention. However, the evaluation team
also included five evaluation criteria and therefore sampling methods can target larger
audience than the baseline study.
Target Group
The target groups of WIN project include direct beneficiaries including scholarship recipients,
members of saving group, women individual business and women’s group business who have
involved in the project implementation. (LEWGs) and relevant local authorities are also
target group of the WIN project.
Table 3: Number of part consulted against target plan
Target people

Target number (100%)

Actual number (60%)

Component 1: Livelihoods
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Federation saving leaders
Emergency groups member
Saving group leaders
Saving group members
Business group leaders
Business group members
Individual business women
Local authority (commune chief &
village chief)
Community Resource person
CWCC staffs
Component 2: Girl Access to Education
District Coordination Group (DCG)
Local Education Working Groups
(LEWG)
Scholarship students
Youth club members
Former scholarship student who
graduated high school
Parents of scholarship students
CWCC staff members
Total

3
14
21
140
9
25
22

8
7
16
60
7
7
9

15

8

1
3

1
3

4

2

4

8

40
20

45
10

13

6

4
3
341

5
3
205

3. METHODOLOGIES
3.1. Approaches for data collection
Methods of data collection were inclusive, participatory and rights-based approach. Special
attention was paid in regard to the child protection policy of CWCC. Qualitative methods
(semi-structured interviews) were utilized to collect information and conduct discussions
with a range of stakeholders, providing them with an opportunity to describe achievements,
challenges, and lessons learned and to reflect on significant changes and results of changes
from program interventions. Qualitative methods also enabled key stakeholders to reflect on
future improvements of program and organizational interventions. Mainly the below five
methodologies for data collection:






Desk review: Project document (proposal, logical framework, Baseline study, Market
survey study, M&E framework, project implementation/activity documents, Mid-term
evaluation)
In-depth interview/Key-informant interview: CWCC key project staff, local
authorities (commune and village chief, DCG members, District education network)
and school principle/teaches in target areas
Focus Group Discussion: Group discussion with female scholarship students, youth
club, former scholarship student who graduated, female members of the saving
groups, female member of business groups, women running business by following
structured questionnaire and through dialogues among them
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Case Study: At FGDs, some case studies will be collected (max 2 for female students
and max 2 for female villagers who are member of saving group/business group)
Direct observation: Consultant team’s direct observation towards the participation to
the project, materials that were produced and how they have been used.

Figure 2: Methods of data collection

Desk
Review

Direct
Observation

In-depth
Interview

Methods

Case Study

Focus
Group
Discussion

3.2. Data collection tools and processing
CWCC staff members assisted the evaluation team to identify key target groups and target
areas for the evaluation study for interviews and observations.
The field work in Siem Reap town and Kralanh district, Siem Reap province was carried over
4.5 days period from 26th to 30th December. The evaluation team meet with scholarship
recipients, youth group, members of saving groups, women individual business and women’s
group business who have involved in the project implementation, federation of saving group,
emergency group, DCG member, LEWGs and relevant local authorities.
Information and qualitative data collection using structure and semi-structured interview
was organized into specific objectives, activities, and output according to the logical
framework and available reports for a fair assessment. All ssemi-structured questionnaires
were developed initially in English, and crosschecked into Khmer language, to ensure the
accuracy of the contexts for analysis. Information from different KIIs and FGDs were reviewed
and crosschecked among research team and some stakeholders to confirm and elaborate on
the finding, including progress, achievements and challenges. Quotes from some
stakeholders interviewed are used to illustrate finding from the information and data
collection. All information collected has been kept confidential within the consultant team.

3.3. Limitation and Exclusion
The most serious limitation in the study was some of the target individuals and groups were
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not met as the evaluation study was planned. The target numbers of respondents were 341,
however, the study met only 205 respondents (60%). The majority of SG member were busy
with their business and seasonal work. Therefore, they were not found in the village during
the study time. In addition, due to geographical reasons, that target areas in Kralanh district
was spread into wide areas with bad infrastructure, it was impossible to visit all areas that
were covered in the project. Most probably, the most marginalized women in the target
community were unmet, because of either geographical reason or their marginalized
positions in the community.

4. KEY FINDINGS
The WIN Project was designed with a strong focus on community development through
multidimensional approaches for empowering women and children, especially girls’
education and financial improvements for poor families. This was identified as highly
relevant to the needs of the community especially girls and women in target communities.
The project was carried out in the 2 districts of Siem Reap and Kralanh in Siem Reap
province, where these women have little to no opportunities to improve their livelihoods
due to lack of financial resources. In those areas, poverty, gender stereotypes and
discrimination against girls had long forced to girls from poor household to dropping out of
school even when very young, and instead becoming a migrant laborer.
The project was making a visible outcome by changing those negative stereotypes towards
girls, and also to empower women and men in the community through empowering them
with increased income through a variety of activities for economic empowerment to improve
their livelihood. It was identified that more girls than before were continuing to higher
education thanks to the CWCC’s project intervention, and girls were empowered to assert
their rights. With increased income and obtained knowledge about women’s rights, women
in communities
In responding to the overall objective, the WIN Project consists of 5 main SOs, with 2 main
components, as below, and the evaluation study was carried out against those indicators.
Overall objective: To empower women in target areas to improve their living condition
via strong social networks that will help them overcome financial constraints and prevent
and safeguard themselves from all forms of violence.
Component 1: Livelihoods
Objective 1: Empowered women to be able to generate income through group
businesses and small enterprises.
Objective 2: Savings groups form into Cluster Based Federations in the target areas to
provide support to vulnerable women to curb financial crisis and all forms
of violence.
Objective 3: CWCC’s project staff has sufficient capacity to implement the project
effectively
Component 2: Girls Access To Education (GATE)
Objective 4: Girls from poor families living in the target areas are empowered with
access to education.
Objective 5: Communities have increased understanding of women and children’s
rights, including the right to education.
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Component 1: Livelihood
4.1. Objective 1
Component 1: Livelihoods
Objective 1:
Empowered women to be able to generate income through group businesses and
small enterprises.
Result 1.1
Output 1.1.1: Saving schemes (saving for change) established with active participation from
targeted communities
Output 1.1.2: Income generation activities/ businesses operated by members of saving group (and
other women) are identified and selected based on the result of the market survey
Result 1.2
Output 1.2.1: Members of saving groups gained vocational skills and business management that
enable them to operate income generation activities
Output 1.2.2: Members of business groups operate their chosen income generation activities

4.1.1. Progress and Key Achievements
SGs were established and function well
“The SG has created solidarity
CWCC successfully established 21 SGs with total
amongst the villagers not only
610 saving members (519 females, 85% are
through saving or access to loan but
women) in Siem Reap province, and they are all
also through sharing information
about unsafe migrations or domestic
operating effectively with the total saving
violence”
balances 61,195.80 USD. All of Saving Group
- A SG leader in FGDs, Phnom Krom
members are very confident and have the
village, Siem Reap town
capacity to run the SGs smoothly and their total
amount of saving to date is constantly increases. All SG leaders (n=16) met in this study
already completed a member list. However, only slightly more than half of SG leaders (56%,
n=9) reported to have written rules amongst the SG members in regard to loan/deposit,
while 7 leaders (44%, all in Kralanh) did not have one. This is partly because of a CWCC’s
innovative approach to empower SG leaders with a space for their decision making initiative
because two leaders (both in Kralanh) reported that they have changed their rules to meet
with the actual needs and practicality.22
A SG leader in Kralanh said “My group has a written rule about the amount of deposit capital
and loan process, and the group members conducted regular meeting. Before, we set 3 to 6
months for pay back money. But now we changed 6 to 8 months to delay for those who
borrow money.” Such a flexibility and ownership to their own SG is one of the key for
successful functions of the SGs, though it is desirable that all SGs have a written rule for its
operation.
22

2 leaders in Kralanh reported that they have changed repayment timeframe from 3-6 months to 6-8
months.
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SG members increased confidence and expanded business
The majority of members of the SGs interviewed reported
“Thanks to our SG, women
increased self-confidence and self-esteem as a result of
in our community have
participating in a variety of training courses organized by
improved their livelihood.”
CWCC’s WIN project and also to join regular meetings to
- A SG leader in Ta An
discuss about SG progress. In addition, CWCC’s active
village, Kralanh
dissemination of information related to women’s rights,
importance of savings for income generation, have greatly contributed to the improvements
in the people’s livelihood with women being center in those transformative processes. As
one saving group member said, “Before CWCC came to help us, people in my village are
mostly poor and they have to migrate to Thailand or Siem Reap town. However, since we
established a saving group with assistance from CWCC, our livelihood has greatly improved
and we have been expanding our saving group’s capital and we are very successful.” (KII with
a female SG leader, Kralanh, Siem Reap). The combination of learning with other women in
the community and then applying their knowledge and skills to start up a new business or to
expand their enterprises has been making visible and positive changes in target
communities.
Members of Business Group have gained capacities and confidence to run their chosen
business for income generation activities. A SG leader of Phnom Krom village, Siem Reap
town said, “I am very happy, before involved in the project my family was poor and I have no
paid work to support my family because I have no skill so I didn’t know how to run business.
And another problem is about capital it’s a big problem for me too. The grant provided by the
project had no interest and the capital really helped me and my family. My income is better
now.”
Female leaders of SGs have gained self-confidence and they are able to cooperate and work
together in solidarity with other SGs members and also wider community members through
mutual-trust building with assistance from CWCC’s staff. In the FGD, one SG leader said “I
think I have enough capacity as a leader for SG because I could control all members in the
group and making report for deposit and loan very well. We always have the meeting among
SC and never have any problem in the group. I also work together with the leaders of other
SGs and we can help each other well.” (A SG leader, Kralanh). This increased trust amongst
the community members has empowered female leaders to actively take actions to facilitate
supports for the SG members to improve their livelihood by expanding their business or to
advise them for starting up a new business through CWCC’s help.
Organizational structure with annual planning
CWCC has empowered SG leaders to study about the organizational management, which was
a brand new learning amongst women in rural areas, and this learning process greatly
empowered them to transform themselves to active agent for positive change. It was
identified that all 6 SG leaders from Siem Reap reported to have made an annual work plan
while 7 leaders from Kralanh were not sure and 3 leaders from Kralanh did not make any plan
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due to those SGs were newly established so they
were unable to perform as effective as other
We make the annual work plan
groups which was established since beginning of
together with the group members
project. Regardless of the period of operation,
during the regular monthly meeting
however, none of the SG leaders recalled the
and there have prepared the monthly
report in order to monitor the
existence of a mission/vision statement of their
progress of our group activities.”
respective SG. There was a difference in
- A SG leader, Teuk Vel village, Siem
organizational management in two districts and it
Reap town
was identified that SGs in Siem Reap town groups
more advanced. Also, all leaders (n=6) in Siem
Reap town reported that they had a written note about roles and responsibilities of SG, while
7 leaders in Kralanh did not make one but three in Kralanh had made it already.
Saving Committee (SC) serving as a central machine to run SGs
A Saving Committee (SC), consisted of Chairperson, Treasure, Secretary and Key holder (total
4 members), has been playing a vital role to ensure the smooth functions of the SG. They are
responsible for deciding rules and guide other members and selected SC members to
become members of SC were observed as active leaders with confidence to lead their
respective SGs. Members of SC had a better and clearer vision about how they wanted their
respective SG to move forward, such as to expand its members and capitals. One SG leader
said “I went to Kralanh district and Battambang province for visited the process of group
forming, and the process of loan and deposit capital. After back from the exchange visit, I had
shared the experiences and knowledge with the SG member through the meeting. We also
practice the knowledge that gained from exchange visited and share experiences among the
group.” (FGD with SG leaders, Siem Reap town). The regular meetings and exposure visits to
other areas to learn success and challenges of other SGs have greatly contributed to their
increase critical thinking for their won SGs’ operations.
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FGD with SG members in Phnom Krom village, Siem Reap twon
(26th December 2016)
More than half of the SG members started new business
One of the outstanding success of SG was that 10 SG leaders out of 17 who participated in
FGDs (59%) said that there were at least one member in their SG that had started a new
business owing to the training courses or support from SG that were all possible from
CWCC’s project.
Table 4: Type of business that SG members started
Areas
Siem Reap Town

Kralanh District











Business that SG members started
Selling Khmer cakes
Selling coffee
Pig raising
Selling groceries
Selling vegetables
Growing vegetables
Selling groceries
Sewing shop
Selling cakes

All business listed in above Table 4 were identified as a new business that SG members
started after the CWCC’s project started. Some gained small capital from their own saving,
and none borrowed capitals from CWCC’s project.
The project also provided grant support to SG members to operate their business with total
47 individual business (10 in 2016, 25 in 2015, and 12 in 2014) and 9 business groups (5
groups in 2016, and 4 groups in 2015). Four individual businesses and 1 group business have
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returned the loan back to the project to help other beneficiaries, and there were 7 individual
businesses and 1 group business were continuing to pay for the installment to the project
step by step. One SG member and also individual business women said “Based on discussion
during the meeting, some idea is very important and useful such how to make business plan
in order to start up a new business. Then, I asked my SG leader to request some support as
capital from CWCC to raise pigs.” (interviewed with individual business women, Kralanh).
Increased incomes and reduced debt from microfinance institutions
Most of the women and SG leaders who participated in
“I can support my children to
the FGDs reported increased income for their family
go to school by saving money
through SG activity such as starting up new business (as
in the group and get the
benefit of the interest rate.”
above noted) or growing vegetables with improved skills.
SG small loan assisted them not only generating more
- A SG member, Kralanh
income in a strategic way, but also to enable them to gain
more confidence. This empowerment process also made it possible for some household to
support their children to go to school or paying off debts. A SG leader said “People in my
community start to stop to borrow money from the bank or any microfinance because they
could borrow money from the group and they also get benefit from their own interest rate.”
(FGD with SG leaders, Kralanh). Increased income also improved family finance of poor
households, and they no longer had to access to microfinance institute that offered higher
interest rate that had been pressured family economy. Women became more strategic in
running their household and making better decision in borrowing money from SG.
Increased participation of vulnerable women in community
Many female villagers who had been living with
“The
project
provided
more
poverty for years before the project intervention
opportunity for me as poor women to
expressed increases in self-esteem as well as a
improve my understanding and
sense of community and purpose, through joining
knowledge and project also help
in CWCC’s activities and trainings facilitated
many poor women in my community
through CWCC’s staff. “Before the project started,
for additional income.”
I did not have opportunity to join social activity,
and never had an opportunity to raise ideas in the
- A SG member, Kralanh district
meetings. Now I join SG and I join monthly SG’s
meetings even with local authorities.” (FGD, SG members, Siem Reap) Most of the female
members of SGs, including poorer females, are becoming agents of positive change on
women’s rights and gender equality within their own families and communities. This change
owns to the increased knowledge gained through CWCC’s project activities. Mostly they are
able to explain their ideas, and they can also describe what they have learned from CWCC’s
trainings and discussions points in the meetings. SG leaders and members, as well as girls
who were met in this study commonly reported a reduction of domestic violence as a
positive outcome from the project intervention. Although such a goal to reduce DV was not
set as one of the goals of the project, the project empowered community people, especially
women, to change their social and family structure in a positive manner.
Applying good agricultural practices
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The villagers who attended training course organized by the CWCC’s project came to
understand the importance of making products safe and they now have a better
understanding about technical skills and actually apply them in their farms. For example,
they understand on how to produce chemical-free vegetables and how to manage pests,
crop rotation technique and how to use inputs in effective ways. “I know how to separate the
vegetable which I spray pesticide and non-pesticide, I started to grow chemical-free
vegetable for my own family consumption.” “I have changed to use mixed methods of
fertilizer and natural.” Although not all the recommendations were utilized, with support
from external experts such as from trainers from CEDAC, villagers are improving their
agricultural skills.
Table 5: List of recommendations from the market survey (2015)









Short-term actions
Providing technical training on pig
and chicken raising especially to
selected households for
implementing pilot business models,
training need to promote integration
of livestock with crop production.
Organizing collective buying inputs
and selling of the products to
increase added value for the
community.
Facilitating to set up a small animal
feed processing plants in the
potential villages.
Facilitating to improve access of SG
members especially these piloting
households to financial capital for
expanding their business.
Regular follow-up and mentoring
support with the piloting households
to monitor their progress and
challenge as well as proving
necessary additional support.









Long-term actions
Establishing a system to promote local
produces in local and provincial
markets through CWCC’s coffee shop
and connecting with other shops that
support this initiative.
Awareness raising to support local
produces should be also organized
through trade fair event both at
district and Siem Reap city
incorporated with other programs
(e.g. RED Greenbelt).
Collaborating with other programs to
improve rice production and quality,
and also channeling markets for high
quality rice seed producers.
Encouraging farmers to dig a big pond
in rice field in order to collect water
for irrigating rice when there is
drought or they can grow early season
rice, also can grow other crops after
rice harvest in addition to catching
fish.

4.1.2. Key challenges
Future direction or expansion plan of SG is not yet set
Almost all SG leaders reported that their SG’s regulation to allow them to borrow is small and
it does not meet the demands by the members. Each SG has made its own rule for this,
depending on the capital that they had, therefore it cannot be generalized but commonly
they reported that the total capital was small. A small capital of each SG itself also does not
allow SG members to borrow a large amount. This is because of the CWCC’s approach not to
provide financial support to SG, but rather, to empower community people to join with the
SG and they provide their capital to collectively increase their own income through interest
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and also to increase the total amount of the SG’s capital. This approach was identified as
highly effective because SG members, particularly SC members, gained more ownership to
their SG and made more efforts to consider about their SG’s operation. However, a small
capital of each SG was identified as a challenge among many SG leaders, namely SC
members. One SG leader said, “As the capital is small, I try to mobilize more people to join in
the SG by demonstrating benefits of being a SG member.” (FGDs with SG leaders, Siem Reap
town, Siem Reap) However, this approach to let SG leaders to encourage other community
members to join SG may not be the effective way to increase the capital, and rather, more
strategic method should be considered. For example, linking SC to change it to Agriculture
Cooperative (AC), which is a recommended direction of the RGC for the improvements of the
livelihood of rural population.
Follow-up from training to practically apply methods
Some SG members who participated in the FGDs raised their concerns of one-off trainings
and limited follow up after the course was finished. With a plan of actions on
coaching/mentoring, then villagers can better apply the technical skills learnt from the
trainers.
SG members gained limited level of skills in bookkeeping and basic financial management
All of the members of the SC of SG had gained knowledge in bookkeeping and they can now
manage their SG operation. However, ordinarily members of SG still have limited
understanding about bookkeeping about their daily finances in household. Despite the
success obtained amongst leaders of SG, more efforts are necessary to empower members
of SG to actually and practically use bookkeeping in their household finance to improve their
livelihood.
Emergency group need more follow up
Owing to the climate change that killed some chickens provided by the CWCC’s project, it
created Emergency group in SG to respond to the emergency situation. This was a good
decision to make; however, no emergency happened since the death of chickens, and this
group was not functioning. However, a regular follow up and coaching/mentoring is essential
to keep them updated and it is desirable to link them to the commune/district disaster
management committee so that they can support each other.
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Interviewed with BG Members in Kdol village
(28th December 2016)

Interviewed with BG Members in Kdol village
(28th December 2016)

4.2. Objective 2
Component 1: Livelihoods
Objective 2:
Savings groups form into Cluster Based Federations in the target areas to provide
support to vulnerable women to curb financial crisis and all forms of violence.
Result 2.1
Output 2.1.1: Saving schemes were transformed into social safety nets that support vulnerable
women in the target areas

4.2.1. Progress and Key Achievements
Empowerment of women who are most marginalized
Before the CWCC project had started, commonly, women had to borrow money from
microfinance or migrate to other areas. Those two problems were identified as most serious
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problems affecting women’s lives in a negative way because it was continuously creating a
cycle of poverty before the project started. However, with the creation of SG, particularly in
Kralanh, less and less women have migrated to Thailand or other areas, and they started to
positively consider how to start up a business in their locality. In addition, it was reported
that mostly SG members are no longer borrowing money from microfinance. A SG leader
said, “After the project started, we could see visible changes in the community. Women came
to understand the benefit for savings and most women in our community became members
of SG.” (FGD with SG leaders, Kralanh) The project intervention contributed to stop a cycle of
poverty and increased safety for women’s lives by allowing them to avoid unsafe migration.
Creating solidarity amongst the rural population especially women
In rural areas, women were commonly responsible
“Before the CWCC’s project, many
for household work and do not go far away from
women migrated to Thailand or
house to socialize themselves with other women.
Malaysia seeking for employment.
This can lead them to be isolated from the society
But since we established SG, such
or to be excluded from the community dialogues.
migrations reduced and women
The commencement of SG by CWCC provided a
started to think about starting up a
number of good opportunities for those women to
business in their locality.”
meet other women, learn among each other, and
also to support among themselves. One SG
- A SG leader, Siem Reap town
member said “Due to the SG, we have times to
meet each other. I had joined in the SG’s meeting
and other activities to discuss about different options regarding income generation and we
could help each other and sharing information related to financial transaction as well as to
sharing their challenges and suggestion on how to solving problem. (FGD with SG members,
Siem Reap town). SG scheme served as a safety net among women through mutual-trust
with leaderships of SG members, backed up by CWCC’s project staff.
Vulnerabilities of women has decreased thanks to SG activity
Federation leaders identified that before the project of CWCC started, there were many
women who were suffering from domestic violence, as well as many women were forced to
borrow money from the microfinance with high interest rate. There was no social safety net
in target areas to support those women to reduce their vulnerabilities and risks to further
violence or hardships. With the commencement of SG, those women were approached by SG
members, and they came to learn about the “saving for change” concept, and started to join
SG activity. This process not only assisted to reduce vulnerabilities of those women but also
to enable them to be active agent for calming their rights. A SG leader said, “Member of my
SG came to understand the importance of women’s empowerment and they also learned
women’s power to generate more income through group business.” (FGD with SG leaders,
Siem Reap town)
Increased recognition of female leaders in communities
The majority of the SG leaders have gained confidence to work effectively with the village
leaders and local authority (commonly CC/CCWC) on multiple issues beyond SG management
and they can mobilize SG members to attend regular meeting. Community people including
local authorities and other duty bears have understood the concept of saving. They are
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willingness to form saving group and mobilizing other people to participate in saving group.
Deputy of village chief and also as a member of emergency group said, “SG leader and
federation, have actively promoted the concept of saving for change to other community
members in community in order to create new members for the saving group.” All the leaders
(n=16) met in this study already prepared a list of members of their respective SG and they
can manage their members, that is ranging from ten to around 60 member.

FGD with Emergency Group in Phnom Krom village, Siem Reap town
(27th December 2017)
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Operation of Federation
Federation groups were established, and all 11 leaders who participated in the FGDs said
that they have enjoyed their roles as leaders. A leader in Siem Reap town said, “CWCC”s
activities can help many women in our community and also help me to improve my capacities
since she become a leader” (FGD, Siem Reap town) In Kralanh, some leaders also shared their
happiness of being a leader, by saying, “We are glad to have opportunities to work for
development of our community as well as to empower women” (FGD, Kralanh). In addition
to gained capacities as leaders, regular monthly meetings amongst them become a good
venue to exchange ideas and information, and provide opportunities to learn innovative
approaches for business starting up amongst member’s SG. Moreover, one of the important
good models of Federation is the its recognition from CC and as a part of its recognition, the
federation leaders are obliged to report quarterly to CC about the SG progress.

FGD with Federation Committee in Phnom Krom village, Siem Reap twom
(27th December 2016)
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4.2.2. Key challenges
There remain some more vulnerable women and children who are out of SG
Kralanh district is spread into wide areas, mostly
“I feel very happy be because I was so
with bad infrastructure, and therefore it is very
lucky to be assisted by CWCC project
difficult to mobilize women. For SG members
and now I am skillful in pig raising
and CWCC staff, it was also difficult to regularly
and I would help my neighbors who
go around the district (target areas). At such a
want to raise pig as me”.
difficult condition, it is extremely difficult for the
- A bussiness group member, Kralanh,
project to cover all the vulnerable women in the
Siem Reap
community. Those women mostly are out of
information sharing, and they are not aware of the concept of saving for change. It may need
further efforts to engage them into the SG activities, or to enable them to join the
community empowerment process.

4.3. Objective 3
Component 1: Livelihoods
Objective 3: CWCC’s project staff has sufficient capacity to implement the project effectively
Result 3.1
Output 3.1.1: Project staff gained knowledge and technical skills related saving scheme, small
business management, entrepreneurship and social safety net

4.3.1. Progress and Key Achievements
Increased capacities in SGs management
As part of the sustainability strategies in villages, CWCC’s project has delegated most of the
power to control the capital and flow of the capital to SG members, led members of SC. SGs
were established with its internal rules from the help of CWCC and Federations was officially
registered with commune council. Members of SG are sharing a variety of information such
as financial matters, children’s education issues, unsafe migration or domestic violence.
CWCC’s staff can help and advice to solve those problems for SG members.
Increased confidence in supporting women and children in community
It was observed that SG members and scholarship students were requesting a variety of
issues to the CWCC staff in Siem Reap. For example, a LEWG said, “At a regular meeting, we
share problems that we face with scholarship program. CWCC staff provide constructive
suggestions and such assistances helped us to improve our capacities” (A LEWG member,
Kralanh). Also, CWCC’s staff method in disseminating women’s rights and children’s rights
were identified as effective, as all LEWG members who attended FGS (n=10) said that
“people in our community increased knowledge on women’s rights and children’s rights
thanks to CWCC’s project staff activity to disseminate information about those issues.”
CWCC’s staff gained trust by local authority and LEWG members therefore at the occasions
of events or awareness raising sessions organized by CWCC, many people participated it.
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4.3.2. Key challenges
Lack of capacity building plan for the project staff
Despite the fact that CWCC’s staff conducted a variety of activities in the field and those
were identified as success by FGDs participants; however there is no capacity building plan
for CWCC’s staff to regularly and systematically improve their performance. There was no
assessment done to identify knowledge gap amongst the project staff. For the improvement
of the project performance and to increase degree of achievements, it is essential that
CWCC’s staff regularly have access to capacity training.
Limited capacities in running youth group
Youth group members were active and they were enjoying a series of activities that they are
participating for social change. They work closely with CWCC’s staff and they trust them as
leaders and models. However, some activities in youth groups require specialized skills and
experiences, such as children’s centered-approach and child-participatory method to develop
a program based on annual/monthly-plan that are collectively developed with members of
youth group. Engaging experts in a timely manner with long-term vision (This is
recommendation, please move)

FGD with SG leaders in Ta An village, Kralanh district
(28 December 2016)
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Component 2: Girls Access to Education (GATE)
4.4. Objective 4
Component 2: Girls Access To Education (GATE)
Objective 4:
Girls from poor families living in the target areas are empowered with access to
education.
Result 4.1
Output 4.1.1: Local education working groups are established and functioning to support
scholarship girls
Output 4.1.2: Girls from poor families living in target communities receive scholarship package
to continue their study at public school
Output 4.1.3: Target communities gradually improve understanding on the important of girl’s
access to education

4.4.1. Progress and Key Achievements
Scholarship program helping girls to continue schooling
Notable outcome from the project intervention was that WIN project has enabled 100 girls
who could not have been made it to complete 12-years of education to make it. Prevailing
gender stereotypes that girls do not need higher education or poverty pressuring family
finance were main factors preventing girls to seek for accessing to higher education in rural
areas of Cambodia. CWCC’s project
holistically
approach
the
entire
“Before, I did not have enough money nor
community, through empowering duty
materials to study and I wanted to quit
bearers such as village chief and people in
from school. Then, CWCC selected me as a
education sector such as schoolteachers,
scholarship student and CWCC provide me
to create a social environment where
money and study material for continuing to
people understand the importance of girls’
study. I feel very happy.”
education. One DCG member said “Before
- A scholarship student, Teok Chom
CWCC project start, many girls dropped out
secondary school Kralanh, Siem Reap
from school, about 5 to 6 percent each
year. But after CWCC carried the project in
our community, dropping out school among girls was decreased from 6% to 1.5% until now.
CWCC engaged all stakeholders to participate in the project and they pay much attention on
girl education” (FGD with DCG members, Kralanh district). Graduates also reflect their high
school period supported by CWCC’s scholarship as a beautiful memory, as all the graduates
(n=6) in FGDs said, “We enjoyed having fun with friends, and we were happy learning
together at school”. (FGDs with graduated students, Siem Reap town, Siem Reap)
Girls in rural and remote areas started to assert their rights
Before the CWCC’s project started, people in community, including girls, were not aware of
the importance of the protection of rights of girls to access to higher education. It was
granted that girls would grow up to marry and raise children, and higher education is not
necessary for such a life course. However, with CWCC’s intervention, girls came to
understand their rights, and their potentials, and options. Girls started to raise their voices
that they wanted to access to higher education, and that they even wanted to go to
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university. Oppression among girls not to seek for their personal carriers have been reduced
and they came to more openly talk about their dreams, which also require higher education
or specialized technical skills such as hospitality and tourism. A scholarship student said,
“Before the CWCC scholarship started, I was hopeless to continue my study because my
parents were very poor. I thought I wanted to stop schooling to support my parents. But now,
even scholarship package is not enough but I can at least continue my schooling thanks to
CWCC’s scholarship program.”(FGDs, with a female scholarship recipient, Kralanh).
Residential house for scholarship students greatly contributed their study
All the girls who have been receiving scholarship and met in FGD (n=14) said that they were
satisfied with the residential house. A residential house was identified by all students who
were living there (n=combine both graduates and current living students) to have provided
essentials to ensure good learning environment. A residential house was identified as much
better study environment than their respective home which may lack water or electricity, as
one graduate said, “There were enough water and electricity for us”(FGDs with graduates
students, Siem Reap town, Siem Reap)
4.4.2. Key challenges
Poverty and gender stereotypes still pressure girls to drop out
Most duty bearers in the LEWG confirmed that when the poverty pressures the family
economy, then, a girl were the first child forced to stop schooling. This is particularly true
when girls are already in higher education. Out of 100 scholarship students, approximately
10% have dropped already (but immediately replaced with new girls), and common reason
for drop out were poverty. A LEGW member, Kralanh, Siem Reap said “One of the scholarship
students, grade 9, told me, before she dropped out from school, “I wanted to study so much,
until I graduated from high school. But my parents don’t have the money to support my
education,” (FGD with LEGW, Kralanh, Siep Reap). Some girls were forced to migrate to
Thailand or other areas seeking for income generating employment. Some girls had to give
up to help household work, most likely to save family finance by not allowing her to pay
necessary cost for schooling. Some were married and consequently dropped but this is
rather a minor problem.
Table 6: Issues surrounding girls’ access to education in target areas
DCG members
Issue

Details of the problem/issues

Traditional
perceptions amongst
parents



Security reason



Traditional perceptions amongst parents and adults
greatly limit basic right for girls to access to school. This
stereotype is still observed amongst parents and they
prefer not to send their daughters to go to school but
instead assign them to doing household.
Schools (high schools) are located very far from houses
of girls in remote areas. This makes girls to travel far
distance and it is difficult for them. Sometimes, they
faced problem on the way such as scary incident (but not
crimes).
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Dropping
out
of
school amongst girls





Issue

Girls from very poor families face problems in continuing
schooling because their parents have no money to send
their children too schools
Girls were forced to work to support family (more than
boys) and therefore have to stop schooling.
Some girls migrated with their parents and dropped out
from school.
LEWG members

Details of the problem


Drop out of school




Domestic Violence



Many female students dropped out of schools because
of poverty.
Distance to schools is one of the major barriers for girls’
access to education
Limited understanding about returns from investment
into girls’ education amongst poor parents.
DV continue to happen in community and this can affect
girls’ education.

Residential house requires improvements
Despite a generous offer by the house owner to lend a house for CWCC’s project, which is
identified as perfect location, there needs some improvements to meet higher standard of
dormitory arrangement. For example there is only one bathroom, which can be used on 1st
floor, and it is very difficult for all of the residents to use it during the winter because it gets
very cold after the sunset time. In addition, there was not enough space for scholarship
students to keep their personal belongings, not to mention safety box to keep their property
or private belongings. A small library that is located in the ground floor is new, and
continuous efforts are essential to bring in more interesting books that can assist girl’s
empowerment through readings.

FGD with Scholarship Students in Kralanh high school
(30 December 2016)
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4.5. Objective 5
Component 2: Girls Access To Education (GATE)
Objective 5: Communities have increased understanding of women and children’s
rights, including the right to education.
Result 5.1
Output 5.1.1: Parents understand the value of education and enroll their children in school
Output 5.1.2: Communities have an increase understanding of women and children’s rights
Output 5.1.3: Commune Councils are actively engaged in activities to motivate parents to send
their children to school

4.5.1. Progress and Key Achievements
Community people including men became more aware about girls’ rights
The project approached to the community people, both men and women, in a holistic
manner, to empower them. This included empowering the general population to know their
rights, as well as children’s and women’s rights. Local authority reported the reduction of DV
in target communities, mostly thanks to SG related activities that empowered women. This
process also included awareness raising about the importance of girls’ education, backed up
by scholarship program. Awareness raising activities in the community by the youth club
members were identified as a good approach, not only for the purpose of empowering the
young generation but also to effectively reach adults in the community to join the sessions to
learn about women’s rights and other human-rights related issues such as safe migration. All
the members in the youth group members (n=10) who attended FGD confirmed that they are
confident that their activities assisted in awareness raising about women’s rights in their
community. One female member said, “We feel that domestic violence has been reduced in
our community because people gained more knowledge on women’s rights through our
performance activity” (FGDs, with youth group member, , Kralanh, Siem Reap).
Youth group members being empowered through the project intervention
In this study, 10 members of the youth group established by CWCC’s WIN project attended
FGDs. All 10 members volunteered to be a member, commonly because they wanted to try
something new, as one club member said, “I wanted to gain more knowledge and build up
my own confidence in the public space” (FGDs, with youth group member, a female member,
Kralanh, Siem Reap). It was evident that all the members were empowered through the
CWCC’s project intervention as they commonly said, “At the first, we felt afraid and worry
that we could not do it. Buy after we performed in many role plays, we really want to
perform again and again.” (FGDs, with youth group member, a female member, Kralanh,
Siem Reap)
Planning process could have been as participatory as a reflection sessions
After each event organized by the youth club, CWCC’s staff held a meeting to reflect the
activities and to discuss challenges in order to improve the next activity. This is an effective
method to empower the youth. However, in the preparatory stage for each activity, mostly
club members were not participating but CWCC’s staff was leading the process and members
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were simply participating to it. As one member said, “CWCC’s staff decided topic, venue and
schedule of our activity and we would participate. We are busy studying so we just provide
our performance at the event”. (FGDs, with youth group member, a female member, Kralanh,
Siem Reap)
Reduced incidents of DV in communities
Everyone who was interviewed in this study reported dramatic reductions in domestic
violence as result of CWCC’s project. CWCC’s intervention included information
dissemination activities, awareness raising-sessions by the youth. Female members of SG
were empowered to assert their rights with improved financial condition and gender
relationship in their family has improved in a positive manner. Commonly, both duty bearers
and rights holder (SG members and scholarship girls) directly attributed the reduction in
violence to women’s increased understanding of their rights, and their ability to effectively
assert their rights. A female member of youth group said “We disseminated about children’s
rights, women rights and the consequences of domestic violence and unsafe migration. We
also performed other role plays related those kind of things. Therefore, it can reduce the
domestic violence in our community and promote women’s right because many local people
attended our events.” (FGD with youth group member, Kralanh)

FGD with Youth Group Member, Kralanh district
(30th December 2016)
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Vocational training for students positively inspired them
CWCC provides some vocational training for the students, in a different manner from the
Livelihood program component. According to the graduates, those training sessions were
inspiring to them, to expand their horizon to become more interested in the practical job
skills that they did not have an opportunity to learn at high school. Thus, it is not just a
vocational training that can assist obtaining skills for income generating or improved
livelihood but also, it inspired them for expanding their horizons and learn about their
options for their future. A graduate said, “I enjoyed training on tourism that included
hospitality, service at hotel and restaurant. Those sessions were very useful for me to get a
job also.”(FGDs with graduates students, Siem Reap town, Siem Reap). In addition, CWCC’s
staff assistance for scholarship students to get a job was identified as an inevitable path for
those who got a job at the time of FGDs, as one graduated student said, “After graduation
from high school, I did not know how to find a job. But CWCC staff helped me and I could get
a job” (FGDs with graduates students, Siem Reap town, Siem Reap).
4.5.2. Key challenges
Limited engagement of men in community and gender-related discussions
Mostly duty bearers noted that men were less likely to participate in village meetings and
discussions about gender equality, DV and children’s rights issues. It was partly because men
were busy working far from house or they have migrated to some other areas already and
they were not staying in the village. It remains as a challenge to holistically approach the
entire community to positively change their perceptions and attitudes.

Interviewed with DCG in Kompong Thkao primary school, Kralanh
(29th December 2016)
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5. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUTION
5.1. Relevance
Definition: How relevant have the project purposes been vis-a-vis the needs of girls and
women in the project site and the national/subnational government’s related policy
priorities?
The CWCC’s strategic plan and objectives, as well as their annual operating plans in both
components are closely aligned with the key RGC laws, policies and strategies to promote
women and girl’s rights and their empowerment. These include MOWA’s Neary Ratanak IV,
NAPVAW II, the National Strategic Development Plan (NSDP) 2014-2018, the National
Progamme on Sub-national Democratic Development (NP-SNDD), alongside contributing to
the implementation of the Domestic Violence (DV) law. The GATE component is also linked to
national policies and plans in education and vocational training, including the Education
Strategic Plan (2009-2013); the Curriculum Development Master Plan (2010-2014); the
Teacher Development Master Plan (2010-2014); the Master Plan for Capacity Development
in the Education Sector (2011-2015); the Gender Mainstreaming Strategic Plan (2011-2015);
the Policy on Human Resources in the Education Sector (2012); the National Policy of
Cambodia Youth Development (2011); the Ministry of Labor and Vocational Trailing (MoLVT)
Strategic Plan (2009-2013); and the Social Marketing Strategy: Strategy for Gender Equity in
Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) (2014-2018).
In addition, the project design was also consistent with International Frameworks such as UN
CEDAW, the CRC and the Sustainable Development Goals: (SDG 1 – No Poverty: End Poverty
in all its forms, Everywhere, SDG 2 – Zero Hunger: End Hunger, Achieve Food Security and
Improved Nutrition and Promote Sustainable Agriculture, Goal 4 – Quality Education: Ensure
inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all,
and SDG 5 – Gender Equality: Achieve Gender Equality and Empower all women and girls).
Furthermore, the design of CWCC's was highly responsive to the main population
requirements in the target areas. Before CWCC started its operation, most families in the
target area lived in isolated and rural communities where the main challenges were poverty,
DV, and children dropping out of school. Women have traditionally been considered to be of
lower status to men, and this has led to continuation of gender inequality: women and girls
have less access than boys and men to higher education, skilled occupations, public sector
employment, and business associations and networks which affects their economic
empowerment. Needless to say, duty bearers also lacked understanding and the capacity to
deal with those issues. Therefore, a series of innovative and new interventions by CWCC had
the potential to bring about positive social and economic changes amongst those who
participated in the project alongside meeting the knowledge and capacity gaps of duty
bearers to support women and girl in the their target areas. The project was highly relevant
in its approach to empower women and girls for the prevention of Violence Against Women
(VAW) in their target areas.
The project design was identified as being highly relevant to the needs of the rural
communities, as identified by the local authorities. Commonly, women beneficiaries were
happy that their income has increased. Improvements in their financial resources enabled
women to have more confidence and that directly resulted in the reduction of DV. Local
authorities were greatly satisfied with such outcomes and the positive changes, and many
authorities in the non-target areas approached CWCC to expand their project to wider areas.
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5.2. Effectiveness
Definition: How much have the project activities achieved the project purposes?
The evaluation study found that most of the project objectives were achieved. Almost all the
set indicators in the log-frame were completed, owing to the effective management capacity
of the project staff - both in the central office in Phnom Penh and the management team in
Siem Reap. CWCC’s interventions on gender equality and women’s empowerment as well as
addressing gender based violence (GVB) and women’s leadership can be summarized as
being highly effective in leading to changes in gender equality and women’s rights and girls’
rights in their target areas.
The Livelihood component’s outcomes showed some outstanding and positive results, with
higher results and achievements than were predicted in the original plan. With CWCC’s
effective support, all the established SGs have been expanding, with both its members and
their capital increasing; and there are still huge needs to expand to other communities to
also improve their livelihoods. The operation of SG and business groups by CWCC has largely
been successful, by not only expanding their business and income generation but also
increasing the women's knowledge, their awareness about behaviours and attitudes relating
to gender equality, women’s rights and leadership. This has also led to a reduction of DV as
well as GBV.
The GATE’s component outcomes also show strong achievements, with all target indicators
achieved, and the satisfaction level amongst scholarship recipients is identified as very high.
The scholarship program enabled marginalized girls to continue schooling and assert their
rights to access higher education. Moreover, the youth group that was established by CWCC
was identified as an effective strategy in promoting gender equality and women’s rights
through the awareness raising activities in the community; not only for the purpose of
empowering the younger generation but also to effectively reach adults in the community to
join the sessions to learn about women’s rights and other human-rights related issues such
as the importance of education and safe migration. Vocational training for students also
brought about visible and positive changes among the girls. Graduates from CWCC’s
scholarship programme were greatly empowered and with CWCC’s assistance they were
accessing more specific technical knowledge to achieve their dreams.

5.3. Efficiency
Definition: How efficient have the project activities been in achieving the project
purposes?
CWCC secured a three-year project budget with their robust monitoring scheme. CWCC’s
capacity to implement the WIN project is due to the profound experience of CWCC’s project
staff in both livelihood and GATE components. CWCC’s interventions for both components in
capacity building and working with key selected target groups and individuals (such as SGs
member, business members, the federation SG, emergency groups, scholarship girls, youth
groups, and DGC-LEGW) to change behaviour and attitudes toward the 'saving for change'
concept and regarding gender equality, women rights, and the issues of DV and dropping out
from school, were identified as efficient, appropriate and timely.
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However, SG members reported that the capital that CWCC could support them with to start
up a business is rather small, because commonly members could not contribute their
resources while their demands were high. The collective support to start a business among a
few people in SGs was not very efficient because the “collective” approach was rather new to
them. A limited understanding amongst the SG members about the potential benefits of
collective businesses hindered their effective operations; and with more examples of success
by the women operating collective businesses, this new approach could spread and be more
accepted.
In relation to the scholarship component, the residential house was of crucial importance for
rural girls to continue their schooling. Scholarship students reported that without CWCC’s
support it was most likely impossible to attend school because their houses are far away and
their parents have limited financial resources to send girls to school. Although it was
reported that monthly financial support to each individual recipient is rather small, without
the scholarship program most of those girl recipients could not continue their schooling.

5.4. Impact
Definition: What kind of results other than expected outcomes and outputs, both positive
and negative, and visible and invisible has the project generated?
CWCC’s program design was identified as an effective method to holistically approach the
community people, by empowering the whole
“I am very satisfied with CWCC project
community through two different components because through the project activities,
livelihood and scholarships for girls. Both
I get more benefits such as the
components which were designed to work
knowledge capacity is improved, my
closely with the communities, families and
family income, have strong selfindividuals brought about hugely positive
confidence, increased, and can give
economic and educational changes in regards
advice to other SG members.”
to negative gender stereotypes that oppress
- A SG leader, Phnom Krom village,
women and girls alongside the reduction of DV
Siem Reap town
in the target areas. This is evidenced through
interviews and documentation with all key
stakeholders and the project’s beneficiaries.
The livelihood component demonstrated increasing women’s economic empowerment
through improved livelihoods, improved self-confidence that has led to a reduction in DV and
any kind of GBV. Furthermore, increases in income and self-confidence have also enabled
them to increase their capacity to assert their rights. Moreover, as a visible impact, it was
identified that DV had been reduced thanks to CWCC’s intervention to enable people in the
community to be more aware of gender equality and women’s rights.
The GATE component has also demonstrated a visible impact particularly among graduates
from the project. All of the participants (n=5) in the FGD who already left high school showed
visible positive impacts: improved self-esteem, confidence and increased capacity to assert
their opinions. Without CWCC’s project, many girls had already dropped out of school, and
this project greatly contributes to securing girls’ rights to higher education. Furthermore, the
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scholarship students were highly motivated to study, owing to CWCC’s scholarship, and their
academic performances are amongst the best of all the students. CWCC’s assistance to
further refer graduates to vocational training centers also greatly contribute to creating
bigger impact over the lives of girls in rural areas.

5.5. Sustainability
Definition: How much are the project results expected to be sustained without further
external interventions?
The sustainability of the project outcomes are secured to a certain degree. The livelihood
component’s sustainability, namely the SG activity, is ensured to a great extent because
CWCC did not assist with any financial aspect but the SG members had contributed their own
capital to operate the SG. All SGs reported to have been expanding, with more and more
members joining and hence gaining more capital. The increased capacity gained in running
the SG would be transferred from the elders to the younger people and new members so
that they can sustain the operation. With the increased incomes, women's self-confidence
increased and as a result gender relationships in families have positively changed, leading the
reduction of DV. On the other hand, it requires more time to assess the sustainability of the
outcome of the business groups, as they were just starting their endeavors to expand their
businesses that were backed by CWCC’s project.
In regards to the scholarship component, the scholarship students who were able to
complete their studies until the end of the project with the support from CWCC, appreciated
it and would embrace and remember this happy period for the rest of their lives. This
support could have dramatically changed their lives, and this should be assessed later on
when they become adults. The success of the scholarship girl students could positively
influence community people especially their peers to understand the importance of higher
education and the consequences of dropping out from school. This role model of scholarship
for the girls can considered as contributing towards long-term sustainability. All of the
participants in the FGDs reported that CWCC’s project contributed to the rights of girls to
access higher education.
Without doubt, the knowledge gained by the public though CWCC’s initiatives and efforts on
the issues regarding women’s rights, DV, economic issues, and the consequences of dropping
out from school will be sustained. Through a variety of awareness raising activities that
CWCC’s youth group members conducted (providing and disseminating information,
documentation and IEC materials, conducting role-plays and other campaigns), it successfully
created a positive social change in people’s perceptions. Unfortunately, the sustainability of
the scholarship program itself is in question, because the local authority (department of
education) has not yet finalized its plan to allocate any of the state budget for scholarships
for poor female students.

6. GOOD PRACTICES AND LESSONS LEARNT
Commonly, all of the SG members, businesswomen and scholarship students who were
interviewed reported that they were happy to join CWCC’s project and satisfied with
assistance that CWCC staff provided them. CWCC’s meetings, training courses, awarenessraising sessions on women and children’s rights have increased beneficiaries' knowledge of
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the issues. This also enabled them to change their behaviours through obtained selfconfidence and increased self-esteem in order to assert their fundamental rights. All of the
girls who received scholarships demonstrated their appreciating of being able to continue
their schooling, and they are gaining a wider-range of knowledge through CWCC’s
intervention. For the SG leaders, this process meant being able to effectively mobilize
villagers, including marginalized and poor women, and participating in and leading regular
meetings to discuss the SG operation. In addition, for community women, this process meant
improved standards of living, reduced risks of human trafficking due to unsafe migration, and
positive gender relations in their family.
Commonly, duty bearers (such as local authority officials and teachers) who were
interviewed in this study reported that they were satisfied with CWCC’s assistance, and they
welcome a continuation of the project, or even an expansion of the project.

Good practices identified in the main two components
Livelihoods Component
The project design to empower women
in a holistic manner, with the focus on
livelihood improvements, was identified
as a good model to ultimately reduce DV
and other types of GBV.

GATE Component
DGC and LEGW’s functions were identified as
the best practices in the project. DGC and
LEGW organized by CWCC served as the
central part of the scholarship program in
managing and following up the studying
process of the scholarship students.

The SG was identified as a good venue
for women in the community to share
information and ideas, resulting in
positive attitudes and behaviour changes
amongst the women. The engagement
from the local authorities also helped to
facilitate communication between rights
holders (women) and duty bearers
(authorities).

Providing vocational training while students
are in high school contributed to girls having a
clear vision for their career pathways. Training
sessions were identified as the tool to inspire
them and to expand their horizons to become
more interested in the practical job skills.
CWCC’s facilitation to assist graduate students
to study at technical schools such as Salabai
and Pepy School to further gain specific
technical skills for them to actually get better
jobs.

Training on SG and SC for the operational Graduate students supported by CWCC’s
skills to run the SG was identified as scholarship, as role models can bring about
effective, with all SGs successfully positive peer influence.
managing and expanding both its
members and capital.
Exposure visit to other areas to learn
innovative approaches form other SGs or
people was identified as effective to
inspire SG members to have new
perspectives to start up their own
businesses or to expand their current
business.
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Collective support for business groups
was identified as new and innovative for
women in rural areas and members are
in the process of experiencing the
benefits from this new approach.

The residential house was identified as a
positive aspect of the project for scholarship
students and greatly contributed their ability
to be able to study.

Lesson learned identified in each component
Livelihoods component
Most results from the market survey
were utilized with a participatory
approach to generate the results.
However a few of the results were not
utilized most probably due to some
recommendations were theoretically
appropriate but not applicable.

GATE component
The current package for scholarships is
efficient in the supply of materials, but not in
respect of the monthly cash stipends and all of
the students and LEWG members reported
that scholarship students lacked the minimum
cash needed to pay for extra classes which is
necessary to continue their schooling.

Collective support for business groups
was identified as effective, however,
more efforts are necessary to enable
women to practically utilize theories
that they learned from the project.

Despite the efforts of LWEG members and
CWCC staff, approximately 10 percent of the
scholarship students dropped out from the
program and common reason for drop out was
poverty.

Although SC members gained a high
capacity to run the SG with good
bookkeeping skills, individual SG
members still had limited understanding
about basic accounting to run their own
businesses.

The residential house served as a very
important place for rural girls to stay in order
to continue their schooling, but the facilities
need some improvements.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are intended to assist CWCC’s management team in their
deliberations to improve the programme implementation and the organisational
effectiveness for the up-coming new project cycle.

7.1. Programme Objectives
1. Given the comprehensive and holistic nature of CWCC’s plan, including multiple and
differing projects, interventions, donors and expected outcomes, it is highly
recommended that smaller targeted component evaluations employing both
quantitative and qualitative methods be considered for the final evaluations to
achieve an in-depth analysis of achievements and challenges to inform future
program development.
Component 1: Livelihoods
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2. Conduct capacity assessments among the members of the SG to identify what types
of training courses are needed. Stand-alone types of training courses on agriculture
skills is identified as being less effective and many members met in the FGDs
including leaders of the SG said that members of the SG needed to learn bookkeeping skills for their own business.
3. Regular follow up and coaching/mentoring is essential to keep SG members updated
and it is desirable to link them to the commune/district disaster management
committee so that they can support each other.
4. Consider approaching the Agricultural Cooperative (AC) for further cooperation,
because that can also assist SGs to further expand through extended networks
established nation-wide by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
(MAFF).
Component 2: Girls Access To Education (GATE)

5. Continue helping marginalized girls to access education.
6. Consider supporting the full amount of extra class payments for scholarship
students, because the current amount is not enough for them to pay to their
teachers. CWCC can, if the scheme allows, directly pay schoolteachers to conduct
extra classes for the scholarship students.
7. Annual assessments should be conducted regarding the quality of bicycles that
scholarship students are provided with, because some reported that their bicycles
are very old. This can endanger their safety.
8. Consider supporting the potential alumni who have graduated from the CWCC
scholarship program and link them to current scholarship students. Graduates are
empowered through the project, and they are continuing to pursue their careers in a
variety of ways. They can further empower the students in positive ways.

7.2. Organization Development
9. Though CWCC has developed a comprehensive capacity building plan for its longterm staff, however capacity gaps were identified to generate the best outcome by
expanding staff’ potentials. Therefore it is highly recommended to consider
developing a systematic review of capacity building plan for the project staff so that
they can also improve their capacity by implementing the project in a systematic and
fair manner.
10. Consider revisiting the Market survey, which was conducted in 2015 because the
results and recommendations were not well reflected by the project staff.
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8. CASE STUDIES
Box 1: Case study 1. Saving group leader
CWCC has provided technical assistance to community
people to establish a Saving Group (SG). CWCC’s approach
is not to provide direct financial investment to the group
members, but rather, train people about the method of
how to establish a SG and its management mechanism.
Ms Sin Layhong, 40 years old, has been one of the
outstanding members who is also serving as a leader of
her group.
One of the saving group members invited me to
join their meeting. Then, I became interested to form a similar saving group so I
approached CWCC’s staff to help me and my neighbors to create the same SG as of theirs.
When she initiated a formulation of a SG, there were 18 members and now it expanded to include
32 people, and the capital is more than 10,000 USD. But in the beginning, it was not easy to form
a group. Through the expansion of her SG, Ms Layhong has been also empowered to be a good
leader by practice.
Mostly people in my village are very poor, so they migrate to other places such as Thailand
to seek for an employment. When I called my neighbors to form a saving group, they were
interested but they were suspicious because there had been no group like that before. But
when we started, people came to know that we are trustworthy and never cheat, but
instead, could make saving and expand our business. So, more and more people came to
join us. As a leader, I face many problems and challenges but at the same time I have a lot
of fun. When I see our capital getting bigger, I feel happy and my members feel the same
way too.
Ms Layhong has a firm confidence that her SG will sustain even when CWCC stops supporting her,
because CWCC has provided only technical support and all capital for the saving group was
collected by its members. By supporting people through such an empowerment process, CWCC
managed to create a sustainable mechanism to improve people’s livelihood, which also
contributed to the reduction of DV and other forms of GBV.

Box 2: Case Study 2. Business group member
CWCC has not only provided technical assistance to community people to establish a Saving Group
(SG) and train people about the method of how to establish a group and its management
mechanism, but CWCC also provide capital (financial and technical support) to a particular group
among SG member to run business such as animal raising, scarf weaving, vegetable planting,
salon, and so on. Ms Neom Chan Rom, 30 years old, has been a SG member and one of the
business members of CWCC’s project. Her business is pig raising.
I saw many people in my village join in the SG, and then I
was interested to join too. Before joining in the SG, I
already raised the pig and they died. I lost all money on pig
raising. In the SG meeting I requested the capital from
CWCC. After CWCC gave me the loan (USD175) to buy a
pig and trained me how to feed and take care of it. Now,
my life is getting better, I sold pigs two time already in one
year, and first time I got USD300 and second time I got
USD287.5. I already returned loans back to the CWCC to
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help the other SG members. I feel very happy be because I was so lucky to be assisted by
CWCC project and now I am skillful in pig raising and I would help my neighbors who
want to raise pig as me.
Ms Chan Rom is one of the successful business members that gained a variety of benefits;
increased family income, learned livelihood skill and knowledge to saving money throughout the
livelihood program of CWCC. By supporting people through empowerment process and activity
engagement, CWCC really helps people in community to create a better environment and
sustainable mechanism to improve their lives.
Box 3: Case study 3: Scholarship student in residential house
An eldest child amongst three siblings, Bo Natt is 15 years old, studying in the grade 10th at
Kralanh high school. She has been selected as a scholarship
recipient of CWCC’s project. Due to an extreme poverty,
both of her parents have migrated to Thailand for a few
years already and she has not seen them for eight months.
My parents sometimes call us, maybe once a month. My
two younger brothers, 11 ad 7 years old, are living with our
aunt. For me I was lucky to be selected as a scholarship
student and can live in a residential house of CWCC so that I
can attend school every day.
Natt likes to study Khmer language, and her favorite book is “Kolap Pailin”. She is very happy to
have an opportunity to study, completely owing to CWCC’s project. In the future, she wants to be
a Khmer language teacher. Without the project support, it has been impossible for her to
contribute learning, and CWCC’s project contributes to empower young girls to have a dream and
strong motivation to be strong.
Box 4: Case study 4: Scholarship student
A second child of four grown up in complex family
background, Phan Sophal is 15 year old, is now living with
her grandmother who is her step-father’s mother. Sophal is a
selected scholarship recipient of CWCC’s WIN project who is
studying in grade 8 in Teok Chom secondary school. Because
the family situation, her mother migrated to other province
for earning money to support her family.
My parents were divorced, and now my mother got a
new husband and went to work in a guesthouse in
Samrong Chungkal in Odor Meanchey province. I and my siblings live with grandma who is
my step-father’s mother. Outside my mother, no one earn the income to support family. My
mom sends money to us sometimes, not every month, and mostly 100,000 riel per time.
Before, I did not have enough money nor materials to study and I wanted to quit from
school. Then, CWCC selected me as a scholarship student and CWCC provide me money and
study material for continuing to study. I feel very happy.
Sophal is really happy and thankful to CWCC’s support. Without CWCC’s support, she could not
continue to attend school. She is also an outstanding student in her class. In the future, Sophal
wants to become a medical doctor and she has a strong commitment to achieve her goal with the
support of CWCC. The CWCC’s project visibly contributes to empower young girls and encourage
them to be a leader in the future.
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Meeting with former scholarship students
(30th December 2016)
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